The Pelsue BGDK is a durable carrying & storage bag for any Pelsue brand DK Series Davit Kit. The BGDK is able to store the Davit Centerpost (#CP60), the Reversible Elbow (#EF01), and any of the three lengths of Davit Arms (#DA24, #DA36, #DA48). When the system components are properly secured within the bag, the BGDK prevents shifting of each individual component of the DK Series Davit Kit and prevents damage to the parts during transportation or storage. Two different length carrying straps are built into the carrying bag for user preference. The main component of the carrying bag is made up a highly durable orange vinyl coated polyester fabric. Between the polyester panels is a lining of closed cell foam to provide padding and protection to the parts in the event of an impact. A heavy-duty, corrosion-resistant zipper is employed to close and seal the Model #BGDK carry bag.

**Materials & Construction:**
- Fabric..........Vinyl Coated Polyester (18 oz. weight), Caution Orange Color
- Padding.........Closed Cell Foam
- Straps..........Polypropylene Webbing

**Dimensions:**
- Length.....74"
- Width........26"
- Thickness...... Empty - 4"
  Full - 10"

**Additional Features:**
- Highly Durable
- Fits Any Sized Pelsue Davit Arm
- Weight.........Empty - 5 LB. (2.27 kg.)
BGDK Carrying & Storage Bag Shown with DK Series Davit Kit (Not Included)
- #DA24 - 18”, 24” Offset Arm
- #EF01 - Reversible Elbow
- #CP01 - 60” Centerpost

Also Fits:
- #DA36 - 30”, 36” Offset Arm
- #DA48 - 42”, 48” Offset Arm